Observations of Doppler shifts in UV emission lines formed in the solar transition region show continual plasma downflows and impulsive plasma upflows. Using numerical simulations, we examine the conjecture that areas of downflowing plasma are the base regions of coronal loops in which the heating is gradually decreasing and that areas of upflowing plasma are the base regions of coronal loops in which the heating rate is gradually increasing. Beginning with a coronal loop in equilibrium, we reduce the heating rate on time scales of 100, 1000, and 2000 s to 10% and 1% of the initial value and allow the loop to evolve to a new equilibrium. We next increase the heating rate for the cooled models back to the initial value on the same time scales. While significant mass motions do develop in the simulations, both the emission measure and the velocity at 10 5 K do not show the characteristics present in UV observations.
I. INTRODUCTION
The solar transition region is in a continual dynamic state. Observations of Doppler shifts in UV emission lines formed there show that mass motions are common, with redshifts predominating in the quiet Sun. When measured relative to chromospheric lines, these redshifts correspond to downflow velocities of 5-17 km s -1 at 10 5 K (Doschek, Feldman, and Bohlin 1976; Roussel-Dupré and Shine 1982; Dere, Bartoe, and Brueckner 1984) . The mass flux inferred from these downflow velocities balances the observed upward mass flux in spicules (e.g., Pneuman and Kopp 1977) , suggesting that the two phenomena may be related. Upflows are also observed in the UV, but less frequently than downflows (e.g., Dere, Bartoe, and Brueckner 1984) .
These observations have led to models in which the spicule upflows and transition region downflows are related. In one model the spicule mass is injected into the corona, contributes to the overall coronal mass, and eventually returns to the chromosphere (Pneuman and Kopp 1978; Athay and Holzer 1982) . In a second model the upflow of plasma in spicules represents just one state in which an individual magnetic flux tube might exist (Athay 1984 ). An individual flux tube may be cooling, which leads to downflows, heating, which leads to spicule-like upflows, or in quasi-static equilibrium.
In this paper we use numerical simulations to examine this second model. We begin with a coronal loop in equilibrium and then examine its response to large decreases in the heating rate, which take place on different time scales. We next study the response of the cooled atmospheric models to heating rate increases on various time scales. Our calculations suggest that simple heating and cooling models do not predict the flows observed in the transition region.
II. THE NUMERICAL MODEL a) Model Equations
The model magnetic flux tube consists of a semicircular loop with a constant cross sectional area along the spatial coordinate z measured from the base. The plasma in the loop is composed of electrons and ions with total pressure P, mass density p, and fluid velocity v. For these calculations we assume the ions and electrons at each location are at the same temperature T. The equations of mass, momentum, and energy conservation are then In these equations, g is the gravitational acceleration along the magnetic field; y is the ratio of specific heats, taken to be 5/3 in these calculations; k is the thermal conductivity; L is the energy loss rate due to radiation; and S is the heating rate. The conductivity is given by k:= 1.1 x 10-6 T 5/2 .
The plasma is assumed to be fully ionized hydrogen and helium, with the helium number density equal to 6.3% of the hydrogen number density (Ross and Aller 1971) . The electron number density N e is then related to the mass density by the expression N e pZ gm p (l + Z) '
Here Z is the mean ionic charge (1.059), and p is the mean mass per particle in proton masses m p (0.5724). The pressure satisfies the equation of state P = Nk B T ,
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The radiation loss rate is given by the expression L = N e N p ®(T), (8) where N p is the hydrogen number density and ^(T) is a modified form of the optically thin radiation loss rate given by Raymond (1979) . Above a temperature of 10 5 K, we use the Raymond rates. Between 10 4 and 10 5 K, we follow the suggestion of McClymont and Canfield (1983) and use the expression 0>(T) = 0.646 x 10 -36 T 3 .
Below 10 4 K, the radiative losses are set to zero. The radiation rate at high densities and low temperatures is also limited using the algorithm described by Cheng, Karpen, and Doschek (1984) .
The McClymont and Canfield (1983) modification of the optically thin radiation rates is an attempt to account for optical depth effects. Recently, Athay (1986) has suggested that this correction is too large. The radiative loss rates below about 6 x 10 4 K are dependent on the details of the model atmospheric structure, especially the hydrogen ionization. Our model, which is intended primarily for the temperature region above 10 5 K, assumes a fully ionized hydrogen and helium plasma. We are currently working on an approximate treatment of hydrogen ionization and the associated modifications to the radiative losses at low temperatures.
b) Initial Conditions
We begin with a magnetic flux tube of length 21,000 km bent into a semicircular half-loop with a reflecting upper boundary. Within this configuration we construct an initial equilibrium atmospheric model. At the base of the model is a 1050 km thick chromospheric region in hydrostatic equilibrium at a temperature of 10 4 K. Above this region are a transition region and corona whose properties are determined by solving the static force and energy balance equations, with the constraint that the temperature gradient vanish at the top boundary of the half-loop. The base pressure at 10 4 K was chosen to be 0.25 dyn cm" 2 . This value represents a typical pressure measured in the quiet solar transition region (e.g., Mariska 1986 ). The background heating rate required for this pressure is 2.71 x 10" 4 ergs cm" 3 s" ^ This results in a peak temperature for the initial half-loop of 1.06 x 10 6 K. Figure 1 presents the initial temperature, pressure, and electron density distributions.
The model calculations were performed on a finite-difference grid consisting of 200 computational cells of variable resolution. The first 1000 km of the loop is represented by 20 cells which increase in size exponentially from 5 km at 1000 km above the base of the model to 170 km at the base. Above this region are 40 cells, each 5 km in size. Finally, above this second region are 120 cells which increase in size exponentially from 5 km at the lower boundary of the region to 700 km at the top of the half-loop.
A number of different time scales characterize this initial loop configuration. For the characteristic loop temperature of 10 6 K, the sound speed is 155 km s" 1 . This results in a sonic transit time from the base of the transition region to the loop apex of about 130 s. For any magnetic field larger than about 2 G, the Alfvén speed will be greater than the sound speed, and hence the time for an Alfvénic disturbance to go from the base of the transition region to the loop apex will be less than the 
where h is sl characteristic height, here taken to be the distance from the base of the transition region to the loop apex; and k 0 = 1.1 x 10" 6 . For the initial loop model, t c has a value of about 2700 s.
in. COOLING We are interested in changes in the heating rate that result in relatively large changes in the model structure-changes that might lead to major dynamical features in the observed spectrum. Earlier studies (e.g., Peres et al. 1982; Mariska et al. 1982) suggest that changes of a few percent in the heating rate will result in only minor modifications in the atmospheric structure. For these cooling calculations, we consider reductions in the heating rate to 10% and 1% of the value required to maintain the initial model.
The radiative and conductive cooling time scales for the initial model suggest that when the heating rate is reduced the loop will initially cool conductively. The time to lose about half the initial internal energy in the coronal portion of the loop should be about 2000 s. On the other hand, if the heating process is associated with the propagation of acoustic or Alfvénic disturbances, we would expect a minimum time scale of about 130 s or less for a decrease in the heating to be achieved throughout the loop. To examine this range of time scales we have performed calculations of the cooling of the loop with the energy deposition rate decreased linearly over times of 100, 1000, and 2000 s.
a) Atmospheric Response Figured shows the effect of linearly reducing the heating rate to 10% of its initial value over a time interval of 100 s and z (Mm) Fig 2 - The response of the temperature, pressure, electron density, and velocity to linear reduction of the heating rate to 10% of the value required to maintain the atmosphere shown in Fig. 1 over a time scale of 100 s. The times that label the curves are in units of 100 s.
allowing the system to evolve for a total of 6000 s. The temperature, electron density, and pressure plots show the atmospheric structure at the beginning and end of the calculation and at two intermediate times. The velocity graph shows the velocity structure at the times indicated on the plot. All times on the plots are in units of 100 s. On this and all subsequent graphs of model parameters as a function of position, only the lower 20,000 km of the atmosphere are shown.
A heating rate reduction in a time interval of 100 s is essentially instantaneous relative to the cooling times for the atmosphere. In that situation the atmospheric structure initially evolves in a manner similar to that exhibited in the cooling calculations discussed by Mariska et al. (1982) . The coronal portion of the initial atmosphere, above a temperature of about 5 x 10 5 K at a height of 2500 km, cools primarily conductively. Below that height radiation is the dominant cooling mechanism. Where the temperature reaches 10 4 K, radiation ceases and the mass condenses onto the chromosphere. This cooling lowers the pressure throughout the transition region and corona, resulting in a force imbalance that produces downflows as the atmosphere reduces the amount of material it supports.
As the atmosphere continues to cool, the downward velocities begin to increase. Throughout this cooling process, radiative losses are dominant only in the lower portion of the atmosphere, at positions below about 6000 km. Initially conduction is the dominant cooling process at greater distances from the base of the model. Conduction is quickly swamped by the energy carried by the downflowing plasma, however, and only when the mass motions are nearly gone, near the end of the simulation, does it once again become the dominant cooling mechanism in the upper portions of the atmosphere. Throughout the phase of the calculations when the mass motions are important, the decelerating plasma in the lower transition region acts as a source of heat there.
As the cooling progresses, the changes in density and pressure at each point in the atmosphere begin to accelerate. In particular, as the flow speed approaches its peak value the density in the coronal portion of the atmosphere begins to change more quickly. Note the relatively small change in coronal densities between 0 and 1000 s and the much larger change between 1000 and 2100 s. By 2100 s into the simulation the temperature distribution has overshot its final equilibrium value. At this time the atmosphere has a coronal temperature of about 4.1 x 10 5 K, lower than the eventual equilibrium value of 5.5 x 10 5 K. From this point on in the simulation the velocities disappear, the temperatures rise gradually to the new equilibrium values, and the small amount of material in the corona in excess of that required for hydrostatic equilibrium at the new energy deposition rate condenses onto the chromo- sphere. By the end of the simulation at 6000 s, the atmosphere is essentially in a new equilibrium state.
The effect of changing the time scale over which the energy deposition is removed is shown in Figure 3 . Here we plot the evolution of temperature, electron density, and velocity as a function of time at seven fixed positions along the flux tube. The three columns show the three time scales used in the cooling simulations. Comparison of the plots for the same quantity at different time scales shows a number of similarities and differences. The early evolution of the atmosphere is strongly influenced by the rate at which the heating is reduced. The decrease in each physical variable as a function of time is more gradual when the heating rate is reduced on a longer time scale. At the time when the heating rate reduction has ceased, each simulation has a different distribution of the physical variables Within just a few hundred seconds of reaching the final reduced heating rate, however, all three simulations show a very similar cooling behavior. All three simulations show an overshoot in the temperature reduction followed by a gradual increase to the new equilibrium value. The amount of the over- No. 1, 1987 shoot is somewhat reduced for the longer time scales for heating reduction but is always present. There is also a small overshoot in the electron density at 2000 km in the atmosphere. This is very close to the new location of the transition region and is a reflection of the small overshoot in the location of that interface.
Despite the large difference in the time scales for the change in the energy deposition rat6, the velocity evolution of the system is remarkably similar. The largest downflow velocity is in the range from 6 to 8 km s -1 for all three cases and takes place at the same location in the model. By the end of all three simulations, the velocity has returned to near zero. This clearly shows how quickly motions are damped in the transition region and corona unless there is a continuous driving mechanism, such as an asymmetry in the location of the energy deposition (e.g., Boris and Mariska 1982) .
When the heating rate is reduced to 1% of the initial value on the same three time scales, a similar evolution takes place, although the changes are somewhat more striking. The four panels of Figure 4 show the effect of linearly reducing the heating rate to 1% of its initial value over a time interval of 100 s and evolving the system for a total of 6000 s. As in Figure 2 , the temperature, electron density, and pressure plots show the atmospheric structure at the beginning and end of the simulation and at two intermediate times. As was the case with the reduction to 10%, the initial cooling proceeds by conduction at a relatively slow rate. Once downward mass flows begin to develop, the cooling accelerates rapidly. As with the 10% cooling calculation, the enthalpy flux carried by the downflowing plasma is the dominant cooling mechanism in the upper portions of the atmosphere. In the first 1000 s the temperature at 20,000 km drops from 1.07 x 10 6 to 5.0 x 10 5 K. By 2000 s into the simulation it has dropped to 96,000 K. The atmosphere overshoots its final equilibrium by a greater amount than in the earlier case, reaching a temperature of 67,000 K at 20,000 km after 2300 s.
In fact, in this case the cooling at the top of the model is so rapid that the temperature in the upper portions actually falls below the temperature in the region around 5000 km. This change in the temperature gradient occurs near the time of maximum change in the radiative loss rates. The overshoot is due to the dominant role played by the enthalpy as a cooling mechanism. For example, at 2300 s the radiation rate at 20,000 km is about 4.1 x 10 ~ 7 ergs cm " 3 s " ^ the energy removal rate by conduction is about 3.9 x 10 -8 ergs cm -3 s -1 , and the energy removal rate due to the enthalpy is 6.6 x 10 -6 ergs cm -3 s -1 . As soon as the velocities are damped, however, the enthalpy ceases to be a significant cooling mechanism and the model quickly begins to approach its new equilibrium state, with a final temperature at 20,000 km of 2.6 x 10 5 K. Note z (Mm) Fig. 4 .-The response of the temperature, pressure, electron density, and velocity to a reduction of the heating rate to 1% of the value required to maintain the atmosphere in Fig. 1 over a time scale of 100 s. The times that label the curves are in units of 100 s.
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The velocities developed during this cooling to a new equilibrium are much larger than for the earlier case. The peak downflow velocity is more than 20 km s -1 . The evolution is similar to the 10% cooling calculations, however, and the velocities are quickly damped once the atmosphere has cooled past its new equilibrium state. Figure 5 shows the effect on the temperature, electron density, and velocity at selected positions in the atmosphere of changing the time scale for the cooling. The evolution of the atmosphere once the new energy deposition rate is reached is again quite similar. All three simulations exhibit roughly the same degree of overshoot in the temperature in the upper regions of the model. The peak downflow velocity decreases with increasing time scale for the heating rate change, but is large-in the range from 15 to 20 km s -1 . The degree of overshoot in the atmospheric structure is so large that after the large downflows are damped, the velocity at any location in the coronal portion of the atmosphere exhibits oscillations with a period of roughly 500 s. This is the result of the disturbances associated with the sudden deceleration of plasma when it overshoots propagating between the base of the transition region and the top of the loop and back. The sound travel time between these two locations is roughly 244 s.
b) Emission Measures and Transition Region Velocities
The evolution of the physical variables of the simulations has been shown as a function of position and time. From an observational point of view, however, one usually observes UV spectral line emission, which shows the evolution of the plasma at a given temperature as a function of time. In this section we examine the evolution of the emission measure as a function of time. We also show how the velocity at a given temperature evolves.
Observational analyses of UV emission lines formed in the transition region and corona usually begin with a calculation of the emission measure. The measured emission in each spectral line defines a value of the volume emission measure
where the integral is carried out over the emitting volume of the plasma and the temperature is determined by the formation temperature of the line (e.g., Jordan and Wilson 1971) . The volume emission measures from the model atmospheres were determined by first calculating the product of N e 2 and the volume in each of the finite difference computational cells used in the calculation. To calculate the volume, we assume a cross sectional radius for the flux tube of 300 km. These quantities were then binned over a logarithmic temperature array, with each bin containing the sum of all the volume emission measures within the temperature interval A log T = ±0.15 dex around the central temperature of the bin. This results in emission measures that are defined in the same way as the observational quantities, i.e., J N e 2 dV over a constant logarithmic temperature width centered on a given temperature. Figure 6 shows the volume emission measure at selected times during the 100 s time scale cooling calculations The top panel is for the case of a reduction in the heating rate to 10% of the initial rate, and the bottom panel is the 1% case. The fluctuations seen in individual curves at low temperatures are due to the fairly coarse resolution of the computational grid relative to the steep temperature gradients present in that part of the atmosphere. Only a few computational cells contribute to each temperature bin. Thus a difference of a single cell can cause sizable fluctuations in the derived emission measure. At higher temperatures, more cells contribute to each bin.
When the heating rate is reduced to 10% of the initial value over a 100 s time scale, the shape of the emission measure curves remains relatively unchanged. The high-temperature turnover simply moves to lower temperatures accompanied by a gradual decrease in the slope near 10 5 K. When the heating rate is reduced to 1% of the initial value over a 100 s time scale, the changes are somewhat more extreme. Initially the coronal turnover moves to lower temperatures as in the top panel. As the cooling continues, however, the slope changes from positive in the region near 10 5 K to a large negative slope. This negative slope is still present in the final quasi-steady equilibrium at the end of 6000 s. plotted the emission measure at four temperatures (log T = 5.0, 5.3, 5.6, and 5.9) as a function of time. All three cooling calculations with a heating rate reduction to 10% of the initial rate show roughly the same evolution. The emission measure at higher temperatures remains more nearly constant early in the cooling, while that at lower temperatures is dropping, but the differences are not large. The emission measure just below the coronal temperature peak also shows a small increase before it drops. By the end of the cooling, however, the relationships among the emission measures at all but the highest temperatures are back to roughly the initial values, indicating that the slope of the emission measure is unchanged.
For the cases where the reduction is to 1% of the initial heating rate, the three different time scales also show essentially the same evolution. The large rebound in the atmospheric conditions is clearly shown by the disappearance of the emission measure at log T = 5.3, followed by its reappearance. In all three calculations, the change in the slope of the emission measure curve is shown by the change in the relationship between the emission measure at log T = 5.0 and 5.3 between the beginning and the end of the simulations.
While the velocity evolution at each location in the flux tube is of interest for understanding the physics of the cooling process, it fails to show how the evolution would appear when Figure 8 shows the time evolution of the velocity at 10 5 K for all of the cooling calculations. A temperature of 10 5 K is representative of the resonance lines of C iv, which are commonly used for Doppler shift measurements. This is also the temperature at which peak downflow velocities are seen in the quiet Sun (e.g., Mariska 1986 ).
For the three cases with a reduction to a heating rate of 10% of the initial value, the velocities at 10 5 K are all very smallnot easily measurable with current spacecraft-borne instruments. Thus heating rate reductions on these three time scales would show no measurable Doppler shifts in C iv emission lines. As one would expect, the simulations show that longer cooling times lower the maximum downflow velocity at 10 5 K. For the three cases with a reduction to a heating rate of 1 % of the initial value, the velocities are much larger. All three cases have peak downflow velocities near 15 km s -1 , which is easily measurable. are large is fairly short, however, roughly 500 s for each of the cases. Examination of Figure 7 shows that the maximum downflow velocities at 10 5 K are present during the sudden decrease in the emission measure near 10 5 K. Over the time interval that the downflow velocity is greater than 10 km s -1 , the emission measure drops by more than an order of magnitude. Thus the maximum velocities are present when it is becoming increasingly difficult to observe the plasma at 10 5 K.
IV. HEATING The atmospheric structures at the end of the simulations outlined above are cooler than the initial model and hence have different characteristic time scales associated with them. For the atmosphere that results from the reduction in heating to 10% of the initial value, the coronal sound speed is now about 110 km s _1 . This gives a sound travel time of roughly 175 s from the base of the transition region to the top of the loop. For the 1% case, the coronal sound speed is about 75 km s " \ which gives a sound travel time of roughly 250 s. Since the coronal pressures are now much smaller than in the initial model atmosphere, the Alfvén speeds are much larger than the sound speed for a 1 or 2 G magnetic field strength. A final time scale of interest is the ratio of the coronal thermal energy density, P/(y -1), to the heating rate S. For the coronal portions of the model at the end of the simulation in which the heating rate was reduced to 10% of the initial rate, and assuming the heating rate associated with the initial model, this time is about 110 s. For the 1 % case, it is about 12 s.
We are interested in examining how a coronal loop might reappear from the cooled configurations discussed in the last section. To do this we have taken the end-state atmospheric configurations of the two cooling calculations with 100 s time scales and linearly restored the heating on time scales of 100, 1000, and 2000 s. We use the end state of the calculations with the 100 s time scales because those models have had the energy deposition rate at the new lower value for the longest time, and thus they should be the closest to a new equilibrium configuration. a) Atmospheric Response Figure 9 shows the effect of linearly raising the energy deposition rate from the 10% level back to the value used in the initial coronal loop on a time scale of 100 s. The model has been evolved for 3000 s. The layout of the plots is the same as that in Figures 2 and 4 .
While the initial coronal loop cooled relatively slowly, the cooler loop responds much more quickly to a restoration of the full heating rate. In just 200 s the coronal temperature is back to nearly the final value it will assume. After 600 s the temperature in the coronal portion of the loop has overshot the final equilibrium value. For the remainder of the 3000 s of the simulation, it relaxes back toward the final value. The temperature and, hence, the pressure respond quickly to the increased heating. The density of the material in the loop, on the other hand, changes more slowly. While the temperature in the coronal portions of the loop is near its final value at 200 s, the density is just beginning to increase. The peak upflow velocity, which occurs early in the calculation at about 300 s, is about 25 km s -1 . This peak occurs before the upflowing material has reached the top of the loop and been influenced by the reflecting boundary there. As the upflow continues and mass fills the loop, the velocity drops. After 1000 s, it is down to about 5 km s _1 . Note, however, that the mass flux moving upward remains quite large because of the increasing density.
The effect on the evolution of the atmosphere of changing the time scale for the restoration of the heating is shown in Figure 10 . The layout of the figure is the same as that of Figures 3 and 5. Restoring the heating over increasingly long time scales results in increasingly slower changes in the coronal temperatures in the loop. The positions in the upper portions of the loop that reached chromospheric conditions in the cooling calculation that produced the initial loop remain near 10 4 K until the transition region location has moved back toward those locations. In all cases a sudden jump in temperature then occurs as the plasma at those positions once again becomes part of the upper transition region.
The effect of the increased time scales on the evolution of the electron density is to slow the increase in coronal density. The slower the increase in the heating, the longer the time interval before the density begins to change appreciably in the corona. In the chromospheric portions of the loop, the electron density first increases as the increased coronal pressure compresses the chromosphere. It then quickly drops when the plasma at those locations once again becomes part of the upper transition region.
The velocity plots show that increasing the time scale for the z (Mm) Fig. 9 .-The response of the temperature, pressure, electron density, and velocity to the restoration of the heating over a time scale of 100 s to the end atmospheric structure shown in Fig. 2 . The times that label the curves are in units of 100 s.
heating results in both a longer interval before peak upflow velocities are reached and lower maximum values for the upflow velocity. Only the shortest time scale for the heating rate restoration produces impulsive behavior in which the velocity increases rapidly and is damped relatively quickly.
When the heating is linearly restored over a 100 s time scale to the loop which has been cooled by reducing the energy deposition rate to 1% of the initial rate, the evolution is more striking. This is shown in Figure 11 . The coronal temperature is near its final value after just 100 s. It reaches a peak at 300 s and relaxes toward the new equilibrium value for the remainder of the simulation. The behavior is in many ways similar to a flare. The large change in the heating results in upflow velocities of up to 90 km s _1 . When this disturbance hits the upper boundary and returns through the still upflowing plasma, a shock develops. This is evident as the discontinuities in the pressure and electron density distributions at 300 s. The shock is fairly weak; the jump in density across it is only about 1.8, versus a strong-shock limit of 4. Once the shock has passed through the coronal portion of the loop the upflow velocities quickly drop to 20 km s -1 or less, and the loop gradually fills with material. Figure 12 shows the results of linearly increasing the heating on time scales of 100, 1000, and 2000 s. The figure shows that the time for the atmospheric structure to change lengthens with increasing heating time scales. The relative changes are similar to those seen in the case in which the heating was increased in the model that had been cooled by reducing the energy deposition rate to 10% of the initial value. For example, when the time scale is increased from 100 to 1000 s, the peak velocity observed drops by about half in both the 10% and 1% cases.
The two panels of Figure 13 show the effect on the emission measure of reheating the cooled atmospheres on a time scale of 100 s. In the case in which the heating was reduced to 10% of the initial value (top panel), the emission measure distribution evolves in a simple manner. The slope of the emission measure curve remains roughly the same in the region above 10 5 K, while the location of the turnover at coronal temperatures simply migrates to higher temperatures. Since the temperature of the plasma in the loop responds quickly to the reheating, this expansion of the emission measure curve to higher temperatures is accomplished with relatively little change in the curve at lower temperatures. As the loop begins to fill with more plasma on a time scale greater than the sound travel time, the entire emission measure curve begins to move to greater absolute values, while changing its slope relatively little. In the case of the loop in which the heating was reduced to 1 % of the initial rate, the evolution of the emission measure is more rapid. The temperature in the loop increases very rapidly, again moving the coronal turnover point in the emission measure to higher temperatures, while initially retaining the shape of the curve. In this case, however, there is also some increase in the absolute value of the emission measure. This does not represent a large increase in the electron density in the first 100 s (see electron density distribution in Fig. 11 ), but rather is a shift of the entire initial emission measure curve to higher temperatures. That is, for example, the plasma that was initially at a temperature of about 10 5 K now finds itself at a temperature near 10 6 K. Once the mass motions in the loop have begun redistributing the plasma in response to the increased heating, the slope of the emission measure curve changes and the absolute value increases everywhere. At 300 s the shock seen in the physical variables is also present in the emission-measure distribution. By that time the temperature z (Mm) Fig. 11 .-The response of the temperature, pressure, electron density, and velocity to the restoration of the heating over a time scale of 100 s to the end atmospheric structure shown in Fig. 4 . The times that label the curves are in units of 100 s. distribution in the atmosphere has very nearly reached its final structure. For the remainder of the calculation, the loop simply fills with plasma, and the emission-measure distribution gradually evolves to its final form at the end of the simulation, 3000 s after the heating was restored.
The large drop in the emission measure curves at 3000 s between log T = 4.5 and 5.0 is the result of the finite temperature resolution of the computational grid. The steep drop in emission measure as the temperature increases in that region is due to the presence or absence of one computational cell with a temperature near 50,000 K in the temperature window used to determine the volume emission measure. Above log T ä 5.0 in the final temperature distribution, there are a sufficient number of computational cells in the temperature window used to compute the volume emission measure to give a smooth curve. The shallow temperature gradients of the cooler atmospheric models at earlier times give smoother emission measure curves to lower temperatures.
The six panels of Figure 14 summarize the evolution of the emission measure at selected temperatures for all of the time scales employed in the heating calculations. For the restoration of heating to the model which had a heating rate decrease to 10% of the initial rate, the most significant difference among the calculations is the rate at which the emission measure returns to near the values of the initial hot atmosphere. When the heating is more gradually restored, the upward velocities are correspondingly diminished, and the time scale to fill the loop with plasma increases. For both the 2000 s time-scale reheating calculations, the emission measures in the coronal portions of the models have not returned to the values of the two shorter time scale calculations at 3000 s. The time scale for the models to establish a new equilibrium is thus greater than 1000 s.
The effect of the time scale for the restoration of heating on the emission measure in the coronal portions of the model is more pronounced for the heating calculations that begin with the atmosphere which has been cooled by reducing the heating rate to 1% of the initial rate. For the 100 s time scale, the emission measures at log T = 5.6 and 5.9 both increase rapidly in the first 100 s. For the 2000 s time scale it takes several hundred seconds before the log T = 5.9 emission measure begins to increase significantly.
It is important to note that all of the major changes in the shape of the emission measure and the temperature of the coronal turnover take place early in the heating, when the magnitude of the emission measure is small everywhere. By the time the magnitude of the emission measure has increased significantly, the slope is essentially unchanged. An experiment with a relatively high threshold of sensitivity to the emission measure at different temperatures would thus see lines formed at all temperatures rise at the same rate. On the other hand, an experiment with greater sensitivity would see the changes in No. 1, 1987 Fig. 12.-The variation with time of the temperature, electron density, and velocity at selected positions along the flux tube for three different time scales for the restoration of heating in the model which has been cooled to a heating rate of 1% of the initial value. The positions are in Mm. From top to bottom at the right side of the plots, the curves correspond to positions of 20,10,5,3,2,1.5, and 1.3 Mm in the temperature plots and the reverse in the density plots. both slope and peak temperature that are actually present initially.
The two panels of Figure 15 summarize the time evolution of the velocity at 10 5 K for all of the heating simulations. Note that in all of the simulations the initial response to an increase in the heating rate is to produce brief downflows at 10 5 K. This is due to the sudden rise in the pressure in the coronal portions of the model pushing the entire transition region downward.
For the three calculations in which the heating was restored to the atmosphere that had been cooled by reducing the heating rate to 10% of the initial rate (top panel), the velocity at 10 5 K is small and would not be easily observable. Even when the heating is restored to the cooler 1% heating rate atmosphere, the peak velocity at 10 5 K is only about 6 km s" \ lasting only for a short time. Thus, while large upflow velocities are present only at temperatures above 10 5 K, these higher temperatures MARISKA 478 feO o 4 4.5 5 5.5 6 6.5 log T (K) Fig. 13 .-The volume emission measure as a function of temperature at selected times during the 100 s time scale heating calculations. The top panel is for the restoration of heating to the model that has been cooled to an energy deposition rate of 10% of the initial value; the bottom panel is for restoration of the heating to the model that has been cooled to a 1 % energy deposition rate. The times that label the plots are in units of 100 s. also have the lowest emission measures. An important feature of all of these heating calculations, then, is that the highest velocities are present where the emission measure is lowest.
v. DISCUSSION Recently, Athay (1984) has suggested that many of the observed features of the transition region can be explained as a consequence of fluctuating energy input to individual flux tubes. Those regions that are near equilibrium or cooling down would produce the observed features of the upper transition region, above 3 x 10 5 K. Those regions that are heating up would explain the features of the lower transition region, below 3 x 10 5 K. While our calculations have somewhat different parameters than some of those suggested by Athay, it is of some interest to compare the results with his suggested model. The initial equilibrium model provides a reasonable fit to the observed emission measure above 3 x 10 5 K. The observed emission measure in the network at temperatures above 3 x 10 5 K has a slope of 1.4 (Raymond and Doyle 1981) , while our initial model results in an emission measure with a slope of 1.35 between 3 x 10 5 K and the temperature of the coronal turnover. As the initial atmosphere cools, the temperature of the coronal turnover migrates to lower values, but while the emission measure is large it retains roughly the same slope. Thus the stationary and cooling components appear to provide a reasonable explanation of the emission measures in the upper transition region. The detailed calculations also support earlier calculations (Mariska et al 1982) and Athay's (1984) suggestion that the cooling plasma produces only small downflows. Our results show that large downflows are only present in plasma with low emission measure. These downflows might only be observable though as departures from a Gaussian profile at low intensity levels on emission line profiles. If we only ask that the stationary and cooling components explain the emission measures and velocities above 3 x 10 5 K, then the model is successful, since downflows are not observed above about 2 x 10 5 K (Doschek, Feldman, and Bohlin 1976) .
Our heating calculations are somewhat different from Athay's (1984) suggested heating component. He uses a value for the heating rate S of 0.055 ergs cm -3 s -1 , while we use 2.71 x 10" 4 ergs cm -3 s -1 , the value of S necessary to maintain the initial equilibrium model. Because of the low density in the nearly evacuated portion of the flux tube, the temperature there increases dramatically when the heating is restored. This results in behavior much like that seen in flare calculations. A conduction front moves downward to the chromosphere and mass begins to evaporate from the transition regionchromosphere interface. Our calculations show that this results in high velocities only in the hot, low-density material. Spiculelike velocities are not reached in the 10 5 K plasma. The higher heating rate used by Athay (1984) will result in larger velocities, but it appears that they will still be primarily in the higher temperature plasma and in fact be even more flarelike. Our calculations suggest that the heating must be localized in the upper chromosphere to produce ejections of cool material that resemble a spicule, or that some other mechanism is required.
In the heating calculations, it is difficult to predict how the emission measures at low temperatures will behave. The relatively coarse spatial resolution of the calculations at the base of the transition region leads to large fluctuations of the emission measure with temperature. In all of the heating calculations, the emission measure near 10 5 K does not show a rise that would suggest a large enough negative slope and absolute value of the emission measure to explain the low temperature portion of the observed emission measure curve.
We conclude that a loop which is cycling between cooling and heating has difficulty in reproducing the mass motions observed in the quiet solar transition region. In particular, the process cannot explain the large downflows seen at 10 5 K, the shape of the emission measure curve below about 10 5 K, or the formation of cool spicular upflows. 
